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Abstract—Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) is an emergent technol-
ogy for enhancing traffic efficiency, road safety and autonomous
driving. Vehicles interconnected with their prevalent wireless
environment are prone to various security threats that might
affect traffic and life safety immensely. Jamming attacks, a legacy
and dated problem, still persists much to the havoc of V2X
communications. The following paper proposes a framework for
jammer detection adapted to V2X communications scenario. A
Generalized Dynamic Bayesian network is used to learn the
V2X signal environment in a statistical manner. Subsequently,
a Modified Markov Jump Particle filter (M-MJPF) is used for
signal predictions where the innovations in the observed signal
versus the predicted signal enable our framework to detect the
jammer. Simulation results highlight the efficacy and accuracy
of our approach in V2X jammer detection.

Index Terms—V2X, jammer detection, Generalized Dynamic
Bayesian Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, vehicular technology has gained significant trac-
tion in the automotive and telecommunication industries [1].
Its extensive application across Vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs) and Internet of Vehicles (IoVs) make it a prominent
component in intelligent transportation systems and smart
cities [2], [3]. It fundamentally provides a scaffold that en-
hances road safety, efficient road traffic management and lends
a versatile infotainment pipeline for people on the road.

The integration of wireless communications in the auto-
motive industry has led to the emergence of the Vehicle-
to-Everything (V2X) communications [1]. V2X technology
unwraps a host of current and future use cases such as cooper-
ative awareness and sensing, vehicle on demand, tele-operated
driving and subsequently fully autonomous driving [4]. V2X
provides low-latency and high-reliability communications
in vehicular networks, including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication links [5]. Due to its particular features as
dynamic changes in the network structure, short connection
duration, high mobility of network node, etc., V2X requires es-
sential improvements to the functionalities of the conventional
networks [6]. Moreover, as V2X technology stack evolves to
be cognitive and self-aware, demands for safety and security
becomes paramount, as it introduces open wireless networks,
front and center into highly critical autonomous systems.

An important major class of denial of service attack at
the physical (PHY) layer is the jamming attacks. Jammers
often occupy the radio channel to detriment of its users by

transmitting spurious radio signals. Jammers might mimic
authorized equipment such as the Road Side Unit (RSU)
by sending wrong information to vehicles in the vicinity
leading to traffic jams or misleading vehicles to change
driving behaviour [7]. Oscar et al. in [8] examines in detail
the threats posed by jamming on VANETs. Attack vectors
on vehicular networks are broadly classified into physical
layer (Eavesdropping, GPS spoofing, Jamming), network layer
attacks (Blackhole, Wormhole) and application layer attacks
(Illusion, False Position) [9]. A Multi-Domain (Power and
spectral) anti jamming scheme is proposed in [10]. Novel
Jammer detection methodology using the dynamic Bayesian
model framework is proposed in [11] to identify attacks at
a symbol level over varying jammer power levels. Malebary
et al. in [12], highlights different jamming models and their
effectiveness in VANETs based on vehicle mobility patterns
and jamming behaviour characteristics. Low power intermit-
tent jamming detection using support vector machine (SVM)
in [13] proposes to tackle different jammer strategies. Kumar
et al. in [14] devises an anti jamming detection and mitigation
scheme for localisation of the vehicles on the road. Moreover,
a real time radio jamming detection scheme applying a data-
mining method based on protocol design and past observation
of channel events is demonstrated in [15].

Intentional, well designed attacks can often bring sophisti-
cated networks to a standstill and thus, a serious detection and
mitigation strategy to overcome this threat is vital. An impor-
tant solution paradigm to mitigate many of the above attack
scenarios is abnormality/ misbehaviour detection. A whitebox
based approach for better explainabilty is an important step
in designing advanced jamming detection schemes in tandem
with enhanced resource allocation designs. This paper as in
[11] proposes a jammer detection paradigm at the PHY layer
applying a dynamic Bayesian framework adapted to meet the
mobility based demands of the V2X scenario.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a vehicular network consisting of N connected
vehicles that are exchanging positional information with the
base station (BS), while a malicious vehicle jammer transmits
jamming signals with the intention of disrupting the legitimate
V2I communications. The total available bandwidth is divided
into N physical resource blocks (PRBs) and the set of V2I
communication links between the vehicles and the BS is
denoted as N = {f1, f2, . . . , fN} where each V2I link uses
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the System model.

a single PRB. The channel gain gnb,fn from the nth V2I link
to the BS over the nth PRB is gnb,fn = αnb,fnhnb,fn , where
αnb,fn captures the large-scale fading effects as path-loss and
shadowing and hnb,fn is the small-scale fading component
which is distributed according to N (0, 1). Denote H0 and
H1 as the hypotheses of the absence and presence of the
jammer, respectively. The received signal by the BS over the
nth V2I link is given as: rt,fn = gnb,fnxt,fn + vt,fn and
rt,fn = gnb,fnxt,fn + gjb,fnx

j
t,fn

+ vt,fn at hypotheses H0

and H1, respectively, where xt,fn is the legitimate transmitted
signal, gjb,fn is the channel gain between jammer and the BS,
xj
t,fn

is the jamming signal, and vt,fn is the random noise.
The BS receives multiple signals over N V2I links and aims to
learn multiple dynamic models explaining the normal situation
under H0. During testing, BS performs multiple predictions
x∗
t,fn

conditioned on the learned models, and the jammer can
be detected by comparing between predictions and current
observations. If predictions do not match observations, the BS
accepts H1. Otherwise, it accepts H0.

III. PROPOSED JAMMER DETECTION METHOD

A. RF representation

We assume that the BS cast the dynamics of the physical
signals received from connected vehicles at multiple levels
using a Generalized state-space model. The BS aims to make
inferences about hidden states generating sensory signals,
given only sensory observations. We assume that the N ve-
hicles are transmitting positional information to the BS over
N PRBs. Thus, the BS receives N sensory observations (Z̃t)
each time instant t, which can be expressed as:

Z̃t = {Z̃t,f1 , Z̃t,f2 , . . . , Z̃t,fN}. (1)

We assume that each sensory signal is a linear combination
of a direct cause X̃t,fn which is subject to random noise as
follows:

Z̃t,fn = HX̃t,fn + υt,fn , (2)

where Z̃t,fn ∈ R2d is a Generalized vector consisting the
In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) features as well as the
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Fig. 2. Proposed GDBN.

corresponding temporal derivatives (i.e., İ , Q̇), H ∈ R2d,2d is
the observation matrix that maps hidden states to observations,
d is the space dimensionality that depends on the number
of subcarriers in each PRB and fn is the n-th PRB where
fn ∈ N. The dynamic evolution of the hidden states X̃t,fn can
be explained by the following dynamic model:

X̃t,fn = AX̃t−1,fn +BUS̃t,fn
+ wt,fn , (3)

where A ∈ R2d,2d and B ∈ R2d,2d are the dynamic and control
matrices, respectively. US̃t,fn

is the control vector that depends
on S̃t,fn and wt,fn is the process noise. S̃t,fn are discrete
random variables which we refer to Generalized superstates
realizing the direct cause of the continuous variables (X̃t,fn )
and the in-direct cause to observations (Z̃t,fn ). Those states
evolve according to the following:

S̃t,fn = S̃t−1,fn + wt,fn , (4)

where f(.) is a non-linear function describing the dynamic
transitions of the signal among the discrete variables at a
specific fn. The hierarchical stochastic processes defined in
(2), (3) and (4) are structured in a Generalized Dynamic
Bayesian Network (GDBN) as depicted in Fig.1. GDBN can
model dynamic processes explaining the signal’s temporal
evolution at multiple levels and provides a graphical structure
representing hidden and observed states as random variables
encoding conditional dependencies [16].

B. Training multiple GDBN models

The BS starts perceiving the spectrum supposing that obser-
vations over multiple PRBs are subject only to random noise.
During this phase, it expects that the dynamic evolution of
the signals at the continuous level evolve according to a static
rules (i.e., US̃t,fn

in (3) equals 0). Hence (3) can be rewritten
as:

X̃t,fn = AX̃t−1,fn + wt,fn . (5)

Since the vehicles are connected and transmitting positional
information to the BS, the latter notices deviations between
what it is expecting to receive and what it is actually observing.
Then, BS calculates the Generalized errors representing the
difference between predictions and observations in the fol-
lowing way:

ε̃X̃t,fn
= H−1(Z̃t,fn −HX̃t,fn). (6)



Those errors are clustered in an unsupervised manner using
the Growing Neural Gas (GNG) to learn the semantic level
that capture the dynamics of the signals inside the spectrum.
GNG outputs a set of clusters (i.e., the Generalized superstates
defined in (4)) encoding errors with similar dynamic patterns,
such that:

S̃fn = {S̃1,fn , S̃2,fn , . . . , S̃M,fn}, (7)

where M is the total number of clusters. Analysing the dy-
namic transitions among the learned clusters allows to estimate
the transition probabilities πij = P(S̃t,fn = i|S̃t−1,fn = j) and
learn the transition matrix, accordingly, which is defined as:

Π =


π11 π12 . . . π1M

π21 π22 . . . π2M

...
...

. . .
...

πM1 πM2 . . . πMM

 , (8)

where Π ∈ RM,M
∑M

i πij = 1, such that, i, j ∈ M. Each dis-
crete variable S̃m,fn ∈ S̃fn is assumed to follow a multivariate
Gaussian distribution and associated with specific statistical
proprieties as the mean vector µ̃S̃m,fn

= [µS̃m,fn
, µ̇S̃m,fn

] where
µS̃m,fn

stands for the average of all the data samples in terms
of I/Q inside S̃m,fn and µ̇S̃m,fn

stands for the average over the
corresponding derivatives, and the covariance matrix ΣS̃m,fn

.

C. Online prediction and perception

During the online testing process, the BS performs multiple
predictions to anticipate the sensory signals it should receive
over multiple PRBs by employing the Modified Markov Jump
Particle Filter (M-MJPF) [17] on the learned GDBN models.
Under the Bayesian filtering framework, M-MJPF provides
a combination of predictive causal probabilistic inference by
propagating predictive messages from hierarchically higher
levels to lower levels (top-down) and diagnostic probabilistic
inference by propagating diagnostic messages in the opposite
direction from bottom to up. Predictive messages are based
on prior knowledge encoded in the GDBN models learned
during the training phase that carry both the predictions of
superstates performed by the Particle Filter (PF) and predic-
tions of continuous states performed by the Kalman Filter
(KF). Such a combination provides probabilistic inference
about the signals’ dynamics inside the spectrum at multiple
levels (discrete and continuous). Diagnostic messages carrying
information form observations are used to evaluate how much
the observed sensory signals match the predictions. PF relies
on a proposal function extracted from (8) to sample a set
of particles representing the predicted superstates. At each t,
PF propagates L equally weighted particles associated with a
certain superstates, such that {S̃lt,fn ,Wt,l} ∼ {π(S̃t,fn), 1

L}.
Then, a KF is used to predict X̃t,fn for each particle l using
the dynamic model defined in (3) which can be expressed
as P(X̃t,fn |X̃t−1,fn , S̃

l
t,fn

). In (3), the control vector explains
the dynamic flow of the physical signal that depends on the
previous state (X̃t−1,fn ) and the predicted superstate (S̃lt,fn ),

such that US̃t,fn
= µ̇S̃l

t,fn

. The predictive message is described
by the posterior probability expressed as:

π(X̃t,fn) = P(X̃t,fn , S̃
l
t,fn |Z̃t−1,fn)

=

∫
P(X̃t,fn |X̃t−1,fn , S̃t,fn)λ(X̃t−1,fn)dX̃t−1,fn , (9)

where λ(X̃t−1,fn) = P(Z̃t−1,fn |X̃t−1,fn). After receiving the
current sensory signals, posterior can be updated according
to P(X̃t,fn , S̃

l
t,fn

|Z̃t,fn) = π(X̃t,fn)λ(X̃t,fn). Accordingly,
the diagnostic message λ(S̃lt,fn) = λ(X̃t,fn)P(X̃t,fn |S̃t,fn)
propagated from the observation level towards the top level
(through the medium level) can be used to update the belief
in the hidden superstates by updating the particles’ weights
according to Wt,l = Wt,lλ(S̃

l
t,fn

).

D. Jammer detection

The predictive and diagnostic reasoning introduced in the
previous section can be used to estimate a joint posterior at
multiple levels. An additional process can be done to evaluate
the similarity between the two messages arriving at a given
node to estimate the abnormality indicator using a probabilistic
distance. We employ the Bhattacharyya distance to calculate
the difference between π and λ arriving at node X̃t,fn and
defined as:

ΥX̃t,fn
= − ln

(
BC

(
π(X̃t,fn), λ(X̃t,fn)

))
(10)

where BC(.)=
∫ √

π(X̃t,fn)λ(X̃t,fn)dX̃t,fn is the Bhat-
tacharyya coefficient. The abnormality indicator defined in
(10) allows assessing how much the predictions match the
observations and thus permits to detection of any jamming
attack.

E. Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results are presented to validate
the proposed jammer detection method. As in [18], we adopt
the simulation setup for the freeway case introduced by the
3GPP TR 36.885 [19]. We consider N = 4 connected vehicles
exchanging positional signals with the BS over N V2I links.
Each vehicle’s initial position (including the jammer vehicle)
is generated randomly over 5 lanes and each vehicle move
along the lane following a linear motion and constant velocity
as depicted in Fig. 3. The major simulation parameters are
defined in Table I.

The BS receives 4 signals of the 4 V2I links each 50ms.
Thus, the total time instants considered in the simulation
are 600. The GDBN models are learned during the normal
situation where the jammer is absent. During the online phase,
the BS uses those models to predict what it should receive
over each V2I link and detect the presence of the jammer
in real time. We tested different scenarios (some examples
are depicted in Fig. 4) where the jammer is targeting single
or multiple PRBs and performs consecutive attacks in time
domain. In order to evaluate the performance of the jammer
detection method, we used a range of confidence thresholds



TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Carrier Frequency 2GHz

Bandwidth 1.4 MHz
Cell radius 500 m

BS antenna height 25 m
BS antenna gain 8 dBi

BS receiver noise figure 5 dB
Vehicle antenna height 1.5 m
Vehicle antenna gain 3 dBi

Vehicle speed 40 km/h
V2I transmit power 23 dBm

Vehicle jammer transmit power 30 dBm
Noise power -114 dBm

Simulation time 30 s
Path loss model 128.1 + 37.6 log d

Shadowing distribution Log-normal
Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB

Fast Fading Rayleigh fading
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Fig. 3. The simulated environment includes 4 vehicles following a linear
motion with constant velocity on different lanes in the presence of a jammer
who intend to disturb the V2I communications.
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Fig. 4. Examples of three different situations: (a) normal signal over a certain
V2I link, b) jammer attacking the V2I from t = 100 to t = 500, c) jammer
attacking the V2I from t = 300 to t = 600.

to build the corresponding ROC curves. The ROC curves in
Fig. 5, shows that the proposed method achieves high detection
probability over multiple V2I links with low probability of
false alarm. The ROC curves in Fig. 5 are related to the
situation where the jammer is attacking all the links in the
time interval from t = 100 to t = 500. While, Fig. 6 is related
to a different situation where the jammer is attacking all the
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Fig. 5. In this scenario the jammer attacks all the V2I links from t = 100 to
t = 500. The ROC curves of: (a) first V2I link, b) second V2I link, c) third
V2I link, d) fourth V2I link.
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Fig. 6. In this scenario the jammer attacks all the V2I links from t = 300 to
t = 600. The ROC curves of: (a) first V2I link, b) second V2I link, c) third
V2I link, d) fourth V2I link.

V2I links in the time interval from t = 300 to t = 600. It is to
note that the proposed approach allows to detect and locate the
jammer in both the time and the frequency domains. Thus, the
BS can distinguish which of the V2I links are targeted by the
jammer to change the resource allocation and learn an efficient
anti-jamming strategy.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a Generalized Dynamic Bayesian net-
work (GDBN) based probabilistic switching model that learns
a representation of the V2X radio environment and subse-
quently identifies jammer attacks on vehicular communications



between BS and vehicles. Our work was rendered using
simulated 4G signals under the duress of large scale and fast
fading channel conditions. Furthermore, ROC performance
curves were used as the evaluation metric to validate our
model. It may be duly noted that the proposed method can
detect jamming attacks under reasonable SNR levels. In the
future, we aim to realise an urban scenario with higher vehicle
distribution density to performance test our model and deal
with jammers attacking with low power. We will further design
anti-jamming strategies for enhanced physical layer security
via self-aware functionalities.
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